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CHAIRMAN’S
STATEMENT
Planning has started in earnest, flyers and posters
are in design stage and will be available soon.
The website will soon be updated so you
can register online to display or camp,
also buy and pay for dance tickets,
including any seed events we may have
before the main event.
Don't forget our 1940s day on Saturday,
October 2nd at the Golden Ball and the
Vintage Fayre Sunday, November 7th at the
Anstice Memorial Hall in Madeley.
All re-enactment groups, vehicle owners and
traders carried over from 2019/20 will be contacted
during August and September.
Don't forget we're supporting
Combat Stress Charity in 2022, a great cause.
See you all soon.
Dave

Our group Axis-Allied (AX-AL)
portray a wide range of WW1 and
WW2 impressions although we
mainly focus on portraying WW2
German forces at the Ironbridge
Gorge WW2 Event each year.

LIVING HISTORY

Since forming the group in 2014, we have
always prided ourselves on niche and
unusual impressions as part of telling the
lesser known and often untold stories
throughout history.
Due to the uniqueness and high attention
to detail we employ, our displays regularly
provide fantastic talking points which
work to engage fellow re-enactors and
members of the public, allowing us to
share our passion for the hobby and to
re-tell veteran’s stories.
When attending the event at Dale End
Park over the last three years, we have
portrayed a wide range of living history
scenarios. These scenarios have ranged
from portraying German forces in action
across several different theatres such as:
North Africa, Finland and Belgium. Due to
the event’s aim to raise funds for Veterans
Charities such as Pilgrim Bandits and
Combat Stress, and the locality of some
of our members within Shropshire, when
attending we have looked to create larger
props to enhance our display at the event.

Our first visit to Ironbridge in 2017 saw
our members portraying Ramcke Brigade,
a Fallschirmjaeger (German Paratrooper)
unit serving in North Africa in 1942. In
order to provide visual effect of the
North African desert, we laid over 200
metres of hessian creating a floor and
backdrop for the display and topped tents
and equipment with loose sand. Between
just 6 of our members this display took a
lot of preparation and set up time but
was certainly worth it when seeing how

well-received it was. In recognition of
ourcontribution to the event and living
history displays our members were
awarded with the Malthouse Trophy for
‘Best Living History Group Display’.
The following year, we returned with
something completely different with
members portraying the 2nd
Gebirgsjaeger Division (German
Mountain Troops) and Soviet Infantry
serving in Finland in 1944 as part of their
retreat towards Germany.

LIVING HISTORY

This display included two encampments, a
range of heavy weapons issued to the
regiment to help them hold the line and
specialist sniper equipment such as a field
made ‘tree climber’ decoy on a pulley
system working its way up and down the
tree to attract enemy fire therefore
revealing their positions.

Most recently in 2019, we portrayed the
attack on Fort Eben-Emael in May 1940.
Each day we held a skirmish showing an
insight into the attack on the Fort which
involved Fallschirmjaeger disembarking
from a replica crashed DFS-230 glider
before then attacking the Fort with heavy
weapons. One of our members portrayed
the defending Belgian forces attempting
to repel the attack, before being forced to

As a group we have been quite busy
preparing for the return of events with a
handful of new displays and accessories.
We are very much looking forward to
returning to Ironbridge in May 2022 and
without giving too much away have
already begun exploring plans for
something different to bring to the event
next year.

surrender after a heavy bombardment of
the Fort; then was revealed a secret
Hollow-Charge weapon. Following this
display, we received a formal invite from
Fort Eben-Emael to attend their 80th
Anniversary event with responsibility for
co-ordinating the German forces for the
battle however this sadly had to be
postponed due to the impact of COVID
restrictions.

Website:
http://www.axisallied.co.uk/
Facebook Page:
www.facebook.com/axallied

THIS MONTH IN WWII.

NAGASAKI
As the city began to wake from its
slumber, a veil of thick cloud began
to drift in from the sea.This was not
unusual, nor was the roar of a large
four-engined B-29 Super Fortress
29,000ft above.
Kokura was used to strategic
daylight raids by heavy American
bombers, there wasn’t any reason
to raise more than the standard air
raid alarm.The noise of the engines
grew louder, but then faded away to
nothing, this happened three times,
yet there were no explosions, nor
any sight of this monstrous beast
circling above. After the third pass
the sound disappeared into the
distance and was gone.

An insignificant event? Perhaps to the
people of Kokura, but not to the citizens
on Nagasaki. For the circling Super
Fortress was “Bockscar”, piloted by
Major Charles W. Sweeny of the 393rd
Bombardment Squadron. The cloud was
the city’s saviour. Following her three
unsuccessful bombing runs she turned
her attention to her secondary target,
Nagasaki.
Bockscar’s payload that day was not the
usual high explosive or incendiary bombs
carried on most bombing missions over
Japan but “Fatman”, a 21kt nuclear bomb.
The date was 9th of August 1945,
3 days after “Enola Gay” had dropped the
first atomic bomb used in anger on the
city of Hiroshima.

Days earlier President Harry S. Truman
had given the order for the US Air Force
to drop two bombs which would be so
destructive that Japan would have little
option to surrender unconditionally.
The decision of course was not an easy
one. The loss of civilian life would be
catastrophic. Even Robert Oppenheimer,
the lead scientist on “The Manhattan
Project” (the project to build the weapon
itself), is quoted as saying

“Now I am become
Death, the destroyer of
worlds”
upon witnessing the first test explosion.
Japan, of course had no answer to these
weapons of mass destruction.

THIS MONTH IN WWII.

NAGASAKI
Emperor Hirohito undertook his first
radio broadcast following these two
events. He is recorded as saying “Should
we continue to fight, it would not only
result in the ultimate collapse and
obliteration of the Japanese nation but
would lead also to the total extinction of
human civilisation.”
What the Emperor failed to mention
however, was that the Allies had delivered
Japan an ultimatum to surrender on 28th
of July 1945.
Nevertheless, the bitter fighting in the
east officially ended on 14th of August
1945, although dependent on location it
was also celebrated on the 15th. This
signalled the end of the Second World
War. Wild celebrations erupted all over
the globe. The world was now at peace,
but for how long? The dawn of the
nuclear age was now upon us and with it
a new reason to distrust old foes and
friends alike; for The Cold War was about
to begin.
It was not until the 2nd of September
that the official declaration of
unconditional surrender was signed by
Mydans captured Gen.Yoshijiro Umezu,
Chief of the Army General Staff, on board
the new battleship USS Missouri (which
was to fire the first shots of Operation
Desert Storm 46 years later).
Harry Truman's decision to sign the order
to drop the atomic bombs is something
which still divides opinion even now.
The fact remains though that estimates
for a US-led invasion of Japan would be
between 1.7 - 4 million American
casualties, including 400,000 - 800,000
fatalities, there would also be 5 to 10
million Japanese fatalities.

Nagasaki
Before

Nagasaki
After

There are conflicting reports,
but rough estimates of total casualties are:

Hiroshima – 66,000 killed and
69,000 injured.
Nagasaki – 39,000 killed and
25,000 injured.

THE
CREATION
OF THE
WHEATSHEAF
After attending many events for several years, some of us were
becoming unhappy with beer tents at several events.
We decided our own "drinking den" may be the answer.
Wheatsheaf #1, consisted of a timber
facade, fitted to a 4m x4m marquee, a
purpose made flat pack bar with simple
fittings. This was all built over winter in
my garden at home. It was ideal for our
group. Cosy but practical
But fate took a helping hand...
At our first event with it, the main bar
had forgotten to apply for its temporary
licence that weekend so were unable to
sell alcohol. Many people turned to us,
knowing we had our own supply of beer
for our group. I decided, for a donation to
charity, I'd supply them with a drink from
our stock. Word got out and stock very
quickly vanished!
This is where it all began really.

A chat with licensing officer and several
events later, we were in full swing running
a pop-up bar. Realising this was going to
be a regular thing, I decided a rebuild was
needed; Wheatsheaf #2.
This was built on a rolling chassis,
transported on a trailer to each event.
Studwork frame, timber roof, new ply
internal walls, more fittings and a larger
capacity.
We were doing very well raising money
for various military charities. I was
surprised at each event by how much we
were raising!

THE
CREATION
OF THE
WHEATSHEAF
“The Wheatsheaf has so
far donated

£37,875.00
to various military
related charities.
Something I'm quite
proud about”

This was quite laborious and hard work
erecting and dismantling for each event,
due to the complexity of how it was built
so a further rethink was needed.
Wheatsheaf #3. This is its current form,
similar to #2 but a fixed trailer with
hydraulic rams in the floor which open it
up to double its legal road width. It still
involves a lot of lifting and carrying, but
overall easier to build and dismantle.
What started off as simple idea, grew out
of all proportion becoming quite a
well-known drinking venue at events.
We do it voluntarily, a weekend event is
usually 3 or 5 days long for me, given the
loading, unloading, stock buying, glass
cleaning before and after each event.
We deduct the cost of the stock from the
weekend’s takings and donate what is left
to charity.
We were approached by Dave and invited
to run the bar at Ironbridge, an
opportunity I jumped at, given the
fabulous location and the overall vibe of
the show.
We've worked with them several years
now. It's a fantastic event, and we see the
hard work the committee put in for each
year's event.
There aren't many organised events that
are non profit with such a dedicated team
of people.

READER’S QUESTIONS
Q
Will there be any other
Ironbridge WW2 Weekend events
before May 2022?
Thank you.
Graham
A
Thank you for your question Graham.
Yes we have a number of seed events
already in the planning.
On October 2nd we have a 40’s day
at the Golden Ball in Ironbridge.
November 7th is our Vintage Fayre
at the Anstice in Madeley.
We are also looking at adding other
seed events throughout the year in
addition to those.
All events are of course subject to
Covid regulations at the time.
If you have a question about the event
please email it to publicity@
ironbridgeww2weekend.co.uk

